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I invite you to embark on a summertime journey with me along the Cornish and Devon coast, each painting 
is a distillation of the beauty and vibrancy found in the turquoise waters that dance under the expansive 

sky. My paintings are a homage to where the sea meets the sky in a symphony of colour and light.

Drawing inspiration from the Impressionist movement, I immerse myself in the landscape, embracing the 
‘en plein air’ practice. Every brush stroke is an echo of the moments spent on the cliff tops, a direct 
transcription of nature’s dynamic spectacle. These open-air studies later find their culmination in large oil 

paintings, created in my studio on the Penwith Peninsula of Cornwall.

My fascination lies with the interplay of shimmering light on the sea. It is this transformative quality of light 
that I seek to capture in my work, striving to convey not just the visual splendour of the landscape but also 
its inherent energy and movement. In this collection, each painting serves as a testament to the summer 
in all its moods. It is my hope that these paintings will transport you to the coastlines I have traversed. As 
you navigate this exhibition, may you find yourself drawn into this immersive journey, and experience the 

allure and serenity of summer by the sea.

TRAIL OF LIGHT
ARTIST STATEMENT  



SCINTILLATING SEA

Oil on canvas 

150 x 150 cm

            1



UNCONQUERABLE

Oil on canvas 

125 x 125 cm

DANCING LIGHT

Oil on canvas 

125 x 125 cm             2



SERENE MORNING

Oil on canvas 

150 x 150 cm

            3





BATTLING THROUGH

Oil on canvas 

150 x 150 cm

            5





SUMMER STORM

Oil on canvas 

90 x 75 cm

DAZZLING LIGHT

Oil on canvas 

90 x 75 cm
            7





OPTIMISTIC OUTLOOK

Oil on canvas 

60 x 50 cm

RIPPLING LIGHT

Oil on canvas 

60 x 50 cm 
           9



ILLUMINATED

Oil on canvas 

90 x 75 cm

          10



SPARKLING SEA

Oil on canvas 

90 x 75 cm

VIBRANT AFTERNOON

Oil on canvas 

90 x 75 cm 
           11





NEW BEGINNING

Oil on canvas 

150 x 150 cm

          13



RENEWED

Oil on canvas 

50 x 40 cm

BROODING SEA

Oil on canvas 

50 x 40 cm 
           14



          12



Above:

ETERNAL PRESENCE (DIPTYCH)

Oil on canvas 

125 x 125 cm each

TUMULTUOUS SKY

Oil on canvas

90 x 75 cm

          16



GLORIOUS MORNING

Oil on canvas 

50 x 40 cm

BREAK THROUGH

Oil on canvas 

50 x 40 cm 
           17



CORNISH SEA VII

Oil on linen 

24 x 18  cm

CORNISH SEA VI

Oil on linen 

24 x 18  cm

CORNISH SEA VIII

Oil on linen 

24 x 18  cm

CORNISH SEA IX

Oil on linen 

24 x 18  cm

 
          18 
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